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kbstract
A rapiO quasi-three-dimensional analysis has
been developed for blaae-to-blaOe flows in turbo-
machinery. The analysis solves the unsteady Euler
or thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations in a body-
f_'teo coorOinate System. It accounts for the
effects of rotation, radius change, anO stream-
surface thickness. The Balowin-Lo_ax eddy-
viscosity model is used for turbulent flows. The
equations are solveO using a two-stage Runge-Kutta
_che_e maOe efficient by use of vettorization, a
variable ti_-step, and a flux-_aseO multigrid
SChe_, which are all described. A stability
analys_s is presented for the two-stage sche_ne.
Results for a flat-plate model problem show the
applicab_lity nf the method to axial, ra_ial, ano
rjtating ge_0etrieS. Res_Jts for a centrifugal
_mpeller ant a radWal diffuser show that the
quasi-tnree-_i'nen _nal v_scous analysls can bE a
practical design _.
IntroOuction
Turbo_acninery intenoeO to produce large
amounts of power from a small volume often require
use of radial-flow or mixe_-flow co_oonents, that
_s, components in which the _treamwise velocity
i_ not strictly axial. RaOial-flow turbo_nachlnes
SuCh as centrifugal inlpellers, radial diffusers,
ano radial-inflow, turbines nave a pre¢ominantly
radial flow direction. Mixed-flow turbomachines
may de use_ wnen restrictions on space prevent a
completely ra_al flo_. ComplicateO geometries,
shock waves, and viscous Dheno_na make analysis
of radial- or mi_eO-flow turbornachines _re Oif-
ficult than analysis of strictly axial-flow
machines.
Analysis of axial-flow turbomacninery blade
rows _s _sually simplified by mooelling a blade
section as a flat cascaOe. The aoverning equa-
tions for a flat cos,fade are the same twO-
o_mensional flow equatlons that are solved for
isolated airfoils, so cascade analyses often craw
neavily on nunwtrIcal techniques developed for
two-dimensional exte,nal flows. E_a_pl(s of flat
cascade anal_)es incluOe panel fLY,hOdS,_ poten-
tla) _thoos, _ Euler solutions, j,( and Navier-
Stoxes solutlons. 5,6
Flows _n rao)al- or mi_e_-flow turDO_achines
are inherently three-Qimensional, requiring speci-
fication of the axial, ra_ial, and tangential
velocity compo,ents to fully specify the flow, A
si¢_lification that allows these machines to be
analyzed in two qi._ensions was proposed by
C.fl. Wu in 1952._ In Wu's moOel the flow is
assumed to follow an axisym_etric stream surface
(Wu's "$2 surface," Fi 9. I). Tne radius and
thickness of the stream surface are assumed to be
krow as functions of the strea_ise distance.
These quantities are usually obtained from an
axis_tric through-flow or "meriGienal"
analysis, 8 s(:w_ll)ti_scoupleO with a bounOary
layer analysis _ on the hub and shroud.
The equations governing the flow along the
stream surface combine the axial- and raOial-
velocity components into one strea_ise component.
and are thus two-dimensional. The solution can be
resolved into three velocity ¢o_ponent_ since the
shape of the surface is known. Specifying the
stream_-surface thickness allows variable bla_e
heights anO enO wall displacemert thicknesses to
be_ooelleo. This is similar to specifying area
change in the one-Oimensional nozzle equations.
Since the effects of raolus change anO stream-
surface thickness are modelled in L,_isanalysis,
iz is termeO "quasi-three-dimensional." Examples
of quasi-three-oimensip_al turbomachinery analyses
incluo_ v_nel methoos,_U stre@_-function
n_etho_s,_ potential _tnoos,_ano Zuler raethoos.13
In One present work, t_e Euler anO _avier-
Stokes COde OeveloPeo for flat cascaces in Ref. 6
has been e_tenoeo to a quasi-tnree-oime_sional
analysiS. It is thought that this is the first
Navier-Stokes analysis to include the effects of
rotation, radius change, and stream-surf(_e thick-
ne)s. The explicit MacCormack algorithm" used
in° has been replaced with an explicit two-stage
Runge-Kutta finite-d)_ference algorithm based on
the work of James@" _ Efficiency is achieved
by three r_eans: vec'orizatic_, use of a variabl_
time-steo, _nO by use of a multigria sche_ Oevel-
opeO by Ni l- and moGifie_ by Johnson and
Ch;meI7-I9
Govern'n¢_E_uations
The ax_ymmetric (m,e) coordinate system
us.-o for the _uasi-three-oimensional analysis is
ShONn in Fig. I. Here the m-coordinate i_
oefin,o by
2 2 2 (i)
am . OZ _ or
ano the 6-cOorainate is defined by:
o . _' -.t t2)
where e' is fi_ea in space and e rotates
with the blade row wit:_ angular velocity _. The
raOius r and the stream surface thickness h
are taken to be known functions of m. In this
coorOinate system the aime_sionles_ Navier-Stokes
equations may be written in the following nearly-
conservative form;
)tQ + _m(F - Re-IR) + )a(G - Re'Is) ,, K (3)
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w_ . ve - m is the relative tangPntial velocity
component,
pree"e[CvT + I/2(v_ + v_)] is the total energyunit volume,
p . {y - l)[e - I/2(v_ + v_)] is the pressure,
K2 - (ov_ + p - o22)rm/- + (p - o33)hm/h
I Or
rm'r_ " r Om
i Ch
nmlh " n dm
The v_Scous ter_s in the energy equation are:
k Z
k ( a2 . *v_ 1 (5)
_nere
a = _ is the _onlc velocity, ant the nor-
mallzeo thermal conouctivi_y k equals one.
Tne shear stress terms _re:
Oll - 2uamvm * k9 •
022 - 2u{)v a * vmrm)/r * _ •
033 - 2uv m hm/h + ;k9 • V
°z2 " " (a_% - %rmYr + ll%,m)
ana
Iv. V.-_u _mVm ÷v m (rm/r _ hm/_l* I/r)eVe] (6)
is the oilitation.
The equations are nonoi_nsionaltzeO by arbi-
trary reference quantities {here the inlet total
Oensity and critical sonic velocity define the
reference state), ano the ReynolOs number Re anO
the Franotl number Pr must be sPecifieo in terms
of that state. These equations assume that the
specific heats Cp and Cv ano the Pranotl number
are constant, that Stokes' r:ypothesis k . -2/3 u
is valio, ano that tae effective viscosity may be
writte_
= _lami_ar * _turbulent
Eq_atluas (3) to (6) are transfor_O from the
(m,a) cooroinate system to a 9eneral boGy-fitteO
(¢,n) cnorOinate Syste,; using standard methoOs.
Tne tr.in°layer assumpticn is then useo to elimi-
nate viscous oerivitives in t_e strean_ise (_)
oirection, thereby reducing COmputational overhead
while retaining the capability cf computing sepa-
rated flo_s. The resulting equations are similar
to those eevelopeo by Kats_nls. cu
where
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and
(o' • p-Re'lo,z/rm/r + (P-Re-lo33)hm/hK2 - Va
k (2 . _),n.2 . VmS2 + v, S3$4" (i l)lSr ne
In Eq. (8) the overbar: denote a rescaling
of the metric terms:
% - %/r; _ , %lr; _-1 o rhj-I (9)
where ,) is the Jacobian of the transformation
z (so)
J'_mna- nm_a" (n_a - runec)
and the metric quantities are determined from the
grid-point coordinates using central differences
and:
{m " Jan; _e " "J_'n;
_m " -Jr(; na - Jm{
(11)
The relative contravartant velocity Components
W( and Wn along the ( and n grid lines are
given by:
W_ Cmvm * {ewe; wn ,• %% newa (IS)
The shear stress terms are found from Eq. (6)
by replacing zm with nm)n anO 11r% with
l_el n •
The quasi-three-dimensional equations
(Eqs. (7) to (12)) are similar to the two-
dimensional equations solved in Ref. 6 except for
the source term K2, the radius appearing in the
a-momentum equation, the rescaled metrics
((q. (g)), and the relative velocity component
we appearing in the contravartant velocities
(Eq (12)). Equations (7) to (12) reduce to the
two-dimensional equations for constant r and h.
and zero rotation. Note tha_ Eqs. (7) to (12) are
independent of the magnitude of the stream surface
thickness h so that any function hem) > O may
be used. The equations do depend on the magnitude
of the radius r because of the l/r terms seal-
inn % and _, in Eq. (g)
For turbulent flows the two-layer eddy
viscosity model developed by 5aldw,n and Lomax21
is used. In the (m_) coordinate system the wall
shear zw and vortlclty w required by the model
are given by
- - ( + llrieV m Vermlr ) (13)_w e12 w " amVe w
1 ( _ l/raeVm . r) (14)v - _ amye verml
Computational Grid
Body-fltted grids for this work were
generated using the GRAPE code (GRids about Air-
falls using _isson's Equation) developed by
Sorenson. _,_a Brtetly, the code allows arbi-
trary Spectftcltion of inner and outer boundary
points, then generates interior points as a solu-
tion to a Poisson ,.-quation. Forcing terms in the
Poisson equation are chosen such that desired grid
spacing and intersection angles may be maintained
at the inner anJ outer boundaries.
New inner and outer boundary subroutines were
written for turbomachine geometries. The new
inner boundary has constant spacing around blade
leading and trailing edges, larger constant spac-
ing over _laoe surfaces, and exponential stretch-
ing connecting the regions. The new outer
boundary is composed of the mean-camber line
between the blades a quadratic extension upstream,
and a linear extension downstream. The C-snaoed
grids are periodic over the pitch of the blade.
Grids are generated in a Cartesian (m,lr_) coor-
._nate system, where ) is some mean -adius.
The local radius and stream surface t,_ickness are
supplied to the Navier-Stokes :_ue at a later time
as tabulated f_nctions of n, then spline-fit on
to the grid. The " ._, rm/r and hm/h In
Eqs. (7) and {8) are calculated using central
differences and are stored.
Initial ConOitions
Since a centrifugal compressor can produce
pressure ratios of 5:I or greater it is not gen-
erally possible to start a quasi-three-dimensional
calculation with constant initial conditions.
Insteae an analytic solution of the one-dimensional
flow equations with area change is used. Turbo-
machinery blaaes are usually designed based on
desired leading and trailing edge velocity tri
angles, so the relative flow velocity W and
angle a at the leading edge and the relative
flow angle at the trailing edge are used as input
for the initial conditions.
Using ()' to denote absolute total condi-
tions and ()" to denote relative total condi-
tions, the continuity and energy equations are
• prhaaW cos a - constant (15)
] . CpT' - r_v a . CpT" - 1t2 r2G 2 - constant
(16)
where a6 ;s the blade spacing and I is the
rothalPv.
Outside of the blade row the angular momentum
equation gives:
rva , constant (17)
Equations {16) and (17) can be used with the isen-
tropic relations _o show that total conditions are
corstant outside of the blade row. Evaluating
Eq. (IS) at some point ()2 and using Eq. (17)
to eliminate m gives:
. we2 (16)
Now the isentropic relations and the defini..
tion of T2" can be used to eliminate P2 giving:
/.
'2" - 2OPT2/ (19)
where
1
0 2 • _lkT1/
SuUstituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) gives:
where
- w2 - o (20)
a2
o2r2h2 ae
Equation (20) is solved for W2 at each
grid point upstream of the blade using Newton
iteration. Other flow quantities are then found
using Eq. (17), the knowf, total conditions, and
tne isentropic relations.
Withing the blade row rve _ constant, so
Eq. (17) is replaced with an assumption that the
flow angle a2 varies linearly through the blade
row. A derivation similar to that above .Ives:
-2
W2,r_Y_- • o (21)
where
_2 " --Jr
P2r2h2 COS a2
which is solved at each grid point within the
blade row. Once the flcw conditions are known at
the trailing edge, Eq. (20) can be used for the
downstream region.
8oundar_ Conditions
At the inlet, total pressure, total ten_)era-
ture, and whirl rve are specified. For suusonic
inflow the governing equations have one negative
Eigenva)ue so that one variable at the inlet must
de computed as part of the solution. Here a char-
acteristic relation is used to extrapolate the
upstream-runninq Rlemann invariant to the inlet.
The axisymmetric m-momentum equation may be
written as:
ltR- + (V m - a)ZmR- . (v:+ aVm) rm/r + avm hmlh
(22)
where
2a
R- - vm - T----:-T
is the upstream-running RieeJann invariant. For
steady axisy_etric flow Eq. (22) may be written
aS:
,]_e I _ + aVm) rm/r + avm hm/lR,- = - _ v_
(23)
Equation (23) is backward-OifferenceO and
solved for R- at the inlet. Then vm is found
from R- and the specified whirl rve and total
temperature T' using:
vm =
(,-z)R"• V(,.Z)t4CpT'- zv_)- 2t_-1)(R-)2
(y+I)
Density and energy are found using isentropic
relat:ons.
(24)
At the exit t_e static pressure is specified
one the other flow quantities are found using
first-order extrapolation, Zeroth-orOer extrapo-
lation is not usually sufficient in cylindrical
coord;nate systems because the radius and thus
the velocity may change between grid noints. For
the sarwe reason the inlet and exit boundaries
cannot be pl_ced arbitrarily far from the blades.
Too small a radius can cause t_e flow to be super-
sonic and to large a radius ca_ caus( the velcclty
to approach zero at the boundaries.
Blade su-face pressures are found from the
normal momentum equation:
+ _e_e)acp + (n2 + -2,(¢mnm ne _nPm
D,e (nmv_ nev m) rm/r-_WC(nmacVm * %acve)+ _
(2s)
where W_ = 0 on the surface for'viscous flows.
Periodic bounOaries are solved like interior
points.
Fine-Grid Al)orithm
On the fine grid an explicit two-stage
finite-difference Rvoge-Kutta algorithm based on
the work of Jameson _} is used. It is given
below as applied to Eq. (7).
Two-stageRun)e-Kutta algorithm
_(I) = _n _ =latRn
(Z6)
where
=I = 1.2
Ri,j " -_i,j + } [(_i*l,j - _i-l,j)
+ (Gi,j+l - Gi,j-i ) - Re-I ()i,j*l - )i,j-i )]
Artificial dlssipatlon
_n+l . _(2) + D{2) {27)
Collect residuals
Aln+l= _n+l _ in (28)
The two-stage scheme given by Eq. (26) has a
Courant number limit of one. It is used in pref-
erence to a hiqher-order scheme with a higher
Courant number limit because the multigriO scheme
used here also has a Courant number limit of one.
Four minor advantages of the Runge-Kutta
scheme over the MacCormack scheme are noted:
i. A steady Runge-Kutta solution is inOepend-
ent or the time step while a steady MacCormack
solution is not. This is not trJe when the arti-
ficial dissipat;on is adde_ in a fractional step
as in Eq. (2/),
2. The centrally-differenced Runge-Kutta
scheme produces perfectly symmetric solutions for
symmetric problems whi)e the one-sideO MacCormack
scheme does not.
3. FOr a two-di_nsional problem with
centrally-differenced metrics, the Runge-Kutta
scheme exactly conserves a _ree stream while the
MacCormack scheme does not. Although the Runge-
Kutta scheme is not fully conservative for the
quasi-three-dimensional problem because of the
source term, it has been founO to possess better
(onservotion properties in general.
4. The Runge-Kutta scheme is slightly pa_itF
to program than the MacCormack scheme.
Differences in convergence rates between the two
schemes are negligible for Courant numbers near
one.
Artificial Dissipation
Dissipative terms consisting of second and
fourth differences are aOOEd tO prevent odd-even
point decoupling and to flow shock capturing.
The aissip#)ive terms are simliar to _hose used
by Jameson _ and others. A one-dimensional
version ({-direction) is given below. In two
dimensions the dissipation is applied as a
sequence of one-dimensional operators.
where
= ) (29)O C(u21 p_tlq__ u4q_ _
_2 - o(I)
u4 - o(1/16)
The terms in the coefficient C ba)ance
similar terms in Eq. (26). In smooth reglors of
the flow the Oissipative terms are of third order
and tnus do not detract from the formal second-
order accuracy of the fine-grid scheme. In
regions of the flow where the second difference
of the pressure is large, the second-difference
dissipation becomes locally _f first order. Note
tnat in other aork including Ref. 15 the term
_p _ is commnnly divided by an average pressure.
Th_ is not done here because pressures through a
centrifugal compressor can increase Uy factors on
the ord,)r of five, which woul_ decrease the
Oissipation correspondingly.
Stabilit_ Anal_sis
A stability analysis of the fine-grid algo-
rithm is performed in two parts. Thp first Dart
exdcllnes tne model problem considered by Jameson 15
and is used here to choose t_e parameters in the
two-stage scheme. The model problem is the one-
dimensional convection equatinn with thirO-order
artificial dissipation:
qt + qx + =6x3rxxxx " 0 (30)
Applying the two stage scheme (Eqs. (26) and (27))
gives:
, - )nq(1) . qn _ =I _ kqj+l qj-i
q(2) = qn - } (qj+l - qj-] )(I)
qn+1 = q(2)_ _x (qj_2-4qj_l*6qj--4qi+l+Oj+2). (31)
where x = atlax is the Co,, ant number.
If we consider a Fourier component of the
soSution
n vneipxqj : = vne _j_ (32)
w,,ere V is the amplit_me, p is the wave number,
= pax, and i , _'i', then the amplification
factor is given by:
Vn+]
g = _ - [I - 4u_(l - cos _)2]
Vn
(33)
x (I - Xi sin & - _ix2 sin 2 _)
= dampin 9 factor x characteristic
polynomial for undamped sche_.
The damping coefficient _ is chosen such that
g - 0 at _ - w, giving _ - ll(l'J _).
An undamped n-stage scheme can only be
stable to ; . n - 1, so ; is taken to be one
while "1 is chosen. Figure 2 shows a plot of
Eq. (33) for several values of el, with x . 1
and . = 11(16 x). It can be seen that the two-
stage scheme is stable for O. 5 < a I _ 1.7, with
1.2 giving the best damping over the range
gk frequencies. For a1 . 1.2 and . • 1/(16 x)
it can be shown that the two-stage scheme is
stable for Courant nu_._rs x _ 1.1. In general
the two-stage scheme ts first-order accurate in
time. It is second-order accurate in time only
if QI " O'-C"
The second part of the stability analysts
constoe-_ the linearized Euler subset of the
governi,.g equations (Eqs. (7) and (8)). A
Von Neumann analysis shows the stability limit on
the time step to be:
at< ore)•Or.• 1
+ vjr 5 J-IZa_(4_ m + .m )z " (TA * n,)
which is implemented as:
at <. CFL x [,Vmmdm " ,We,O_" + al_d_ + _2
"I-I
. var,,,Yr
2a _dm Z +
where
(34)
dm2 • i_ml ÷ inml
A spatially-variable tlme-step &t i is
useq in the two-stage scheme (Eqs. (26) &_d (27))
to accelerate convergence to steady state.
Equation (a4) is used to ChOOSe the time step at
each grid point such that the Courant nunVoer is
constant, typic.fly CFL . 0.%. Time steps are
calculated based on the initial conditions. They
are stored and not updated during the
calculations.
Multi)rld.Algorithm
The multlgrid algorithm orig)la;_d by Ni 16
and modified by Johnson and Chima _'-*_ is used to
accelerate convergence of the fine-gr;d algorithm.
Ni's scheme is basically a one-step Lax-Wendroff
scheev_ applied on a coarse grid. NI used _) to
accelerate his own fine-grid Euler scheme, s°
Johnson adapted Ni's method to other f_Qe-grid
schemes including MacCormack's scheme. _" He
also used it for viscous flows by demonstrating
that dissipative terms need no_ be included on
the coarse grids. Thus the multigrtd scheme used
here is based solely on the Euler equation:. It
is e,_tirely independent of the viscous terms, the
turbu'ence model, and the artificial dissipation
used on the fine grid.
One-step Lax-Wendroff so' nes including Nt's
scheme require temporal derivatives of the flux
vectors. These terms are con_)uted as the Jacoblan
_natrlx of the flux vector times the temporal dif-
ference of the solution vector. Johnson replaced
these lengthy computations with a direct teek_oral
difference of the flux vector u_jng the old and
new solutions on the fine grid. A° This "flux
based" Scheme is considerably simpler than Nl's
original scheme.
The flux-based multigrld scheme is.derived
by expanding the flhe-grid change _qn+l
(Cq. (28)), !n a Taylor series.
a_n+2 , _ n+l + at(a_n+llt + 0(at2)
Tne Euler equations are used to reolace the third
term.
(aln*1)t . EAt(_- )c- _n)]t (3_)
Interchanging the space and time derivatives and
using bac_waro aifferenclng in ti_e gives:
(a_n+l)t " _t(_t " _tr.- _tn )
and finally
.n+_ a_n+l [ _, In+laq - + at _ - Ca))( - (_Ulnj (36)
where
a_n+l . _(q.,+l) _ _(qn), etc.
Equation (36) is implemented on a coarse grid
with spacing &_t, and t_n, and time step
• _ti, J, & - 2, 4, 8, . • . , using:
+ ati,j (La_- a)- A_)]i+i,j+_
* ati,j ('.a_- a) + a_)]l_t,j_,
* _ti,j (*_ + a) - a_)]i__,j+_
] )n+_+ _ti,j (_k_,+ A_ + A_) i--t,j--_
(37)
Fine-grid cha_ges a_ n+I are restricted to
the doarse grid by injection. The multigrid algo-
rit_) (Eq. (37)) computes coarse-grld corrections
a_ n z based on changes in the fine-grid solution.
Thus the coarse-grid corrections must vanish if
the fine-grid solution converges, thereby retain-
ing fine-grid accuracy.
The coarse-grid corrections are pro|onged
back to the fine gri( using btltnear interpolation
atld the fine-grid so]utlon is updated. The
process may then be repeated on a coarser grid.
Vectortzation
The explicit Rum,ge-Kutta and multtgrtd a|go-
rithms u_ed here have been highly vectortzed for
the Cray 1-S at NA_ Lewis Research Center.
Indeed the Runge-Kutta computations were clocked
at about 40 mtllton f)oattng point operattons/sec
(40 mflops) f_r an Euler solution on a 113 by 25
grid. The efficiency of the multigrld comouta-
tionc decreases as the grid gets COarSer and the
vectors get shorter.
Tne code was redimew,stoned for each grid size
run one required Z60 K words of memory fur the
largest grid (161 by 33). The quasi-three-
dimensional coOe requires about 20 percent mot)
storage than _he two-aimenslonal code.
Results
Results are presented for the following
problems: a cascade of thin flat plates with
round leading edges, a centrifugal impeller, and
a vaned-radial diffuser. Both [uler and Navier-
Stokes results are presented.
To aid in developing the quasi-three-
dimensional code and to illustrate the capablli-
tie_ of the analysis, a model problem was devel-
oped representing a cascade of thin flat plates
with round leading _dges, The plate has unit
chord, four percent thickness, and a pitch of 0.7.
Figure 3 shows the computatlenal grid around the
plate. The inviscid flow grid had 113 by ZS
points with 5" spacing around the leading edge
circle and a normal spacing of L.Sx10-". The
viscous flow grid had 1_3 by 33 points wttha
normal spacing of 5x10 "=, The grid shown in
Fig. 3, and most of the subsequent grid and con-
tour plots in this paper, are drawn in a t,ans-
formed plane in which the abscissa is / dm/r
and the ordinate is _. This transformation
preserves angles and is discussed in Ref. I0.
Grids are generated in an (m,T_) coordinate
system where _ is same mean radius, and are
independent of the local radius e and stream-
Surface thickness h. Values of r and h are
suppllea to the quasi-three-dimensional code later
and can be varied to simulate different geometries.
A flat cascade was simulated by setting
r • constant and h - constant. Figure 4 shows
static pressure contours for an Euler solution
with an inlet Math number of 0.33. (Titles on
th_ figures give nominal value_ of Mach nu_Yoer,
Reynolds number, and flow angle based on the
leading-edge velocity triangles g(ven as input,
Actuai inlet conditions may change as the solution
develops.) The contours sho_r the stagnation
region and a mild acceleration due to blockage.
Identical results6were obtained using the two-
dimensional code. The solution was run 5000
Cycles with two multigrid levels and took 165 sec
on the Cray. The reslduals were reduced eight
decaOes so the solution could have been stopped at
about 2000 cycles with a three-decade reduction
in the residuals.
A radial duct with constant crcss-sectiunal
ar_a was simulated by setting r . m and
r x h . constant. The solution is identical to
the flat cascade results shown in Fig. 4.
A radial diffuser with 36 hlades was simu-
lated by setting r . m and h . constant.
Figure S shows static pressure contours for an
Euler solutton wtth an tnlet Mach n,mIDer of 0.38
and an exit Mach number of 0.27. The plot ts
shown in polar coordinates, The contours show the
diffusion of the flow due to the area change. The
solution was run 2500 cycles with two multlgrld
levels and took 92 sec on the Cray. The residuals
were reduced 6 decades so the solution could have
been stopped at about 1250 cycles with a three-
decade reduction in the residuals.
A centrifugal impeller with 36 blades was
simulated by setting r . m, h . constant, and a
rotation rate of 1000 rao/sec (%50 rpm).
Figure 6 shows Mach number contours for a tur-
ou]ent solution with an inlet Mach _umber of 0.5
and an exit Mach number of 0.41. The impeller
produces a total pressure ratio of 1.05. The
plot is shown in polar coordinates with rotation
upwards. The inlet whirl is zero but because of
_he rotation the in_et relatlve flow angle is
10.6 °. This incidence des_nn_trizes the flow and
produces a pressxJre 1oadlng on the blade. At the
exit this loading conflicts with the specified
exit pressure and is r_sponsible for the kinks in
the contours there.
Figure 7 shows convergence histories for the
previous example with various levels of multigrld.
Convergence is taken to be a }hree decade drop in
the maximum resldual to 2xI0-% For this example
two grids are 1.64 times faster than the fine grid
and three grids are 3.12 times faster than the
fine grid, CPU tt_s are incluOed on the figure.
The remaining results are for a nominally 6:1
total-pressure ratio centrlfugal impeller and a
matching vaned-radial diffuser. These co_onents
were designed by the Air Force for use in an
auxilliary power unit and were modlfiea and tested
at NASA Lewis Research Center. The compressor
has a diameter of 16.1 cm. It has 19 blades ar_d
was aesi?neo for a total pressure ratio of 5.9:1
with a mass flow of 1,033 kglsec at 68 384 rpm.
The diffuser has 27 blades and a diameter of
25.1 cm. Further details concerning the compon-
ents can D_ bE found in Ref. 25.
Figure 8 SHOWS the computational grid used for
the i_eller. The grid has 161 by 33 point} (161
by 17 shown) with a normal sgaclng of 3xlO-" cm
for inviscid flows and SxlO °_ cm for viscous
flows. The leading edge is round with a radius of
0.045 cm and the grid points are 7" ap_rt.
Figure g show) normalized radius (RMSR . r),
stream-surface thickness (8ESP - h), and their
product (R*8 . rh) versus fractlcn of impeller
chord, l)ese values were taken from a meridional
analysts, o
Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions were each
run 2000 cycles with two multigrid levels, reduc-
ing the maxi_m residual three decades. The Euler
solutlon took 117 sec an_ the Navier-Stokes
solution took 185 sec on the Cray.
Surfacestatic pressure distributions for the
impeller are ccmpared in Fig. I0. Three solutlons
with identical mass flows are shown: an Euler
solution (dashed), a Navler-Stokes solu)_on
(solid), and a panel solution (circles,_U). The
Euler and Navler-Stokes solutions were run with
various exit pressures until the desirtd mass flow
was obtained. The shapes of the three pressure
distributions are similar but the panel solution
has higher pressure levels since it is loss-free.
The Euler solution has strong shock losses which
lower" the pressure levels. The Navier-Stokes
solub.ton has weaker shocks due to viscous smooth-
tng of the leading edge, but blockage eff'tts
decrease the pressure levels overall.
Figure 11 shows relative Mach number contours
for the Euler solution. The dashed line is the
sonic llne. At the inlet the relative Mach number
is O.91. At the leading edge the flow has ID" of
ir,cidence. This produces a large supersonic
bubble with a peak Mach number of 1.92 on the
suction (upper) surface. The bubble terminates
with a normal shock that is smeared due to grid
shearing in this region. There is also a tiny
supersonic bubble on the pressure {lower) surface
which is not visible at this scale.
Some interesting flow phenomena evident in
Fig. Ii can be explained by the concept of a
relative eddy. The flow through an impeller is
predominantly inviscid and tends to remain irrota-
tional. The blade row in Fig. ii is rotating
downward and so adds clockwise vorticity to the
flow. To remain irrotatlonal the flow develops a
counterclnckwise circulation within the passage.
Thus the flow can be modelled as a superposition
of a through-flow component and a component rotat-
ing counter to the blade row calleo a relat:.'e
eddy. The effect of the relative eddy is to
accelerate the flow on the suction surface and
decelerate the flow on the pressure surface as
can de seen in Fig. 11.
A more dramatic effect of the relative eddy
is to sweep the unconfined flow beyond the trail-
ing edge up and awdy from timeblade in a spiral,
with a slip line leaving the trailing edge. As a
comn_n example of slip from rotating machinery,
consider the flow of water fre_ a lawn sprir,_ler
as viewed rotating with the sprinkler. The flOW
spirals up and opposite to the rotation, of the
sprinkler. It is emphasized that this is strictly
an inviscid phenomena.
Figure 12 shows rel_tlve Mach n,,mber contours
for a Navier-Stokes solution for the impeller.
Here viscous effects reduce the peak suction-
surface Mach number to 1.72 _no the peak pressure-
surface Mach number to just over 1.0. Both
surfAres have small leading-edge separation bub-
bles that are barely resolved on this grid. The
pressure surface quickly develops a thick boundary
layer and the suction-surface boundary layer
thickens after the ShoCk. This blockage causes
the viscous pressure levels to be lower than the
invisciO levels in Fig. 10. The rotation ener-
gizes and diminishes the boundary layers on the
radial portions of the blade.
Here again the relative eddy sweeps the flow
off the trailing edge in a spiral. 3ince the flow
does not follow the grid lines the thin-layer
assumption may be invalid and diffusion across tie
wake may not be properly accounted for. This is
one shortcoming of the present analysls. However,
since thp ;,'ailing-edge sllp is an inviscid
phenu_na it is felt that the character of the
solut,on is correct.
Figure 13 shows the computational grid for
the radial diffuser vane. The grid has 14S by 33
points {145 by 17 shown) with a n:)mal spacing of
2.5xlO -q cm for Inviscid flows and 6xlO-" cm for
viscous flows. The round leading edge has a
radius of 0.025 cm and the grid points are 7"
apart. At the trailing edge the actual vane is
cut off at constant radius and the duct turns
axially. _or this analysis the trailing edge was
sharpened an_ the duct was extended rauially.
Figure 14 show_ tne normalized radius a_;d
stream-surface thickness versus fraction of vane
chord. These values were taken fro_ a_ combined
merioionallboundary-layer analysis. ° Altnough
the vanes have constant height, boundary layer
blockage decreases the flow area by nearly
50 perce,,t.
An Euler solution was run 4000 cycles with
two multigrid levels, taking 214 sec on the Cray.
A Navier-Stokes solution was run 2000 cycles with
three multlgrid levels, taking 179 sac. In each
case the maximum residual was reduced three
decades.
Surface static pressure distributions for the
diffuser vane are compared in Fig. 15. Again,
panel, Euler, and Navier-Stokes solutions are com-
pared. The shapes of the pressure distributions
are similar but the panel solution has higher
pressure levels since it is loss-free. The Euler
and _¢avter-Stokes solutions each have small super-
sonic bubbles terminated by normal shocks near the
leading edge, and the losses lower the pressure
levels. Additional blockage effects cause the
viscous pressure levels to be even lower than the
invis¢tO levels.
Figure 16 shows Mach number contours for the
Euler solution. The inlet Mach number is exactly
1,0 out the radtal component is only 0,29 so the
flow is subsonic in character. Because of the
increasing radius the total Mach number drops to
about 0.83 near the leading edge. The flow has a
slight positive incidence at the leading edge and
the flow accelerates to a peak Mach number of about
1.5 on the suction surfa:e. The tiny supersonic
bubble (visible only as a black dot at this scale)
terminates with a shock at abOut 0.26 percent
chord. The pressure surface develops an even
smaller supersonic bubble. The diffusion through
tne passage is evident in F;g. 16.
Figure 17 shows Mach number contours fo_ the
Navier-Stokes solution, Here vis.ous effects at
the leading edge entiremy sLppress the formation
of ;upersonic bubbles. The thick boundary layers
tha_ o_velop in the diffuser are obvious, but the
flc_ remains attacheO on both surfaces.
Conclu_in1 Remarks
A quasi-three-dimensional Euler and Navier-
Stokes ana1,.:is technique has been developed for
olade-to-bJdae flows in turbomachinery, The
_nalysls solve_ the ,:bin-layer Navier-Stokes
equationswritten i_ generalcoordinatesfor an
axisymmetricstreamsurface,andaccountsfor the
effects of blade-row rotation, radius change, and
stream-s,rface thickness. It is believed that
this is the first Navier-Stokes a_alysis to
include these effects.
The solution technique is a two-stage Runge-
Kutta scheme based c_ the work of Janw_son. Effi-
ciency is achieved through use of vectorlzation,
a sp)t!o!ly-variabie time-step, and a multlgrid
scheme based on Johnson's revisions of NI's
scheme. The multlgrid scheme typically reduces
the CPU time required by the fine grid scheme
alonp by a fo=tor of about three, for both
inviscia and viscoub f,OWS.
Results for a model problem show the analysis
to be viable for a variety of axial, radial, and
rotating geometries. Results for a centrifugal
impeller and a radial diffuser vane show that the
analysis can predict a number of phenomena that
are not accounted for in previous analyses. These
phenomena include: leading-edge stagnaticn
points, leading-edge separation, supersonic
regions and shocks, blade-surface boundary layer
growth, and trailing-edge slip lines.
It is thought that the ability to predict
these phenomena rapidly for general geometries
could make the quasi-three-dimensional analysis a
useful tool for turbomachinery design. Further-
more the quasi-three-dimensional analysis can
provide insight into both physical and numerical
oroblems that can be expecteO with fully three-
dimensional problems in the future.
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Figure 1. - Ouasi-three-dimer sional streav,'_urf,_ce and coordin_te
systemfor a centrifugal con,._ressor.
Figure 2. - Amplificationfactor for two-stageRunge-Kutta scher_ve.
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Figure 4. - Static pressure contours for inviscid flat platecascademodel.
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Figure 5. - Static pressure ooqtours for invisc_ radial diffuser model.
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Fi.clure6. - Mach number oonlours for turbulent centrifugal impeller
model. |_
0ngure 7. - Multigrid convergencehistories for turbulent centrifugal
impeller model.
Figure & - Computationalgrid for 6:1 pressure ratio centrifugal impeller.
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Figure 9. - Radius (RMSPt and stream surfacethickness (BESPI for
6:1 centrifugal impeller.
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Figure 10. - Static pressure distribution for 6:1 centrifugal impeller.
Figure II. - _ numbercontours for inviscid flowin 6:1 centrifugal
impeller.
Figure 12. - Math numbercontours for turbulent flowin 6:1 centrifugal
impeller.
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Figure 13. - Computational grid for 6:1 pressure ratio radial d,ffuser.
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Figure 14. - Radius(RMSP) and stream surface thickness (BESP) for 6:1
r_Jial diffuser. _"-I
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Figure )S. - SWtic pressuredistribution for 6:1 radial diffuser.
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Figure 16. - Math number contours for invisckl flowin 6:1 radial diffuser.
!Figure 17. -Mach number contours for turbulent flowin 6:1 radial
diiiuser.
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16 abStraCt
A rapid quasi-three, dimensional analysts has been developed for blade-to-blade
flows In turbomachtnery. The analysts solves the unsteady Euler or thin-layer
Navter-Stokes equations In a body-fitted coordinate system. It accounts for the
effects of rotation, radius change, and stream-surface thickness. The Baldwtn.
Lomax eddy-viscosity model ts used for turbulent flows. The equations are solved
ustng a two-stage Runge-Kutta scheme made efficient by use of vectortzatlun, a
vartable time-step, and a flux-based aultlgrtd scheme, whtch are al1 described.
A stability analysts Is orese:_ted for the two-stage scheme. Results for a flat-
plate model problem show the applicability of the method to axtal, radtal, and
rotating geomelrles. Results for a centrlfugal lmpeller and a radial diffuser
show that the _uast-three-dlmenstonal viscous analysts can be a practical deslgn
tool.
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